1. On the structure of Si. Let S be an ideal of forms in the unknown y. Let 3^ = 0 be an essential irreducible manifold for S. Let S be the product of Si and S 2 where Si has y = 0 as its manifold and S 2 does not admit ;y = 0 as a solution. Let p be a positive integer such that y p is contained in Si.
We shall prove that Si is the ideal generated by S and y p , that is, the intersection of all ideals containing S and y p .
PROOF. Obviously Si contains the ideal generated as above. What has to be proved is the converse of this fact. Let G be any form in Si. S2 contains a form 1-H, where H vanishes for y = 0. Then S contains G (l-H) and, therefore, G(l-H q ) where q is any positive integer. Now, if q is large,
(1) ff^0,(f).
Let q be fixed at a value large enough for (1) to hold, and let M = G{\ -H q ). Then G^M, (y p ) , and this establishes the theorem.
2. Condition for p to be unity. We are going to examine now the case in which S contains a form of the type y+A, where A, considered as a polynomial in the y^ has no term of degree less than 2. Ideals of this type form a natural and interesting class ; a very special example is the ideal generated by y f -4y. We are going to prove that the p of §1 may be taken as unity. That is, Si consists of all forms which vanish for y = 0.
What we have to prove, of course, is that Si contains y. Our procedure will be as follows. For some p, y p is in Si. Then, for any i, yf p is in Si. Let F = y+A be the form mentioned in the statement of our theorem. Then
We shall subject (2) to an iterative process and derive a relation y = K, (P), where every term of K contains some yf p as a factor, i depending on the term. This will establish the theorem.
3. Bound on degrees. Let a form P in y be of degree g in some y ]y 7^0. We shall show that P', the derivative of P, has a degree in yj which does not exceed g + 1. For let L, any term of P, be divisible by y f with qSg, and by no higher power of y. Let L=yfM. We have, indicating first derivatives by an accent,
M' consists of a set of terms, one of which will be divisible by the first power of yj if M involves yj-i. This is enough to prove our statement.
4. The first substitution. Let us suppose that, in addition to (2), we have a second relation y=B, (F) . In the second member of (2), let y be replaced by B and each y 3 -by the jth derivative of B. Then -A goes over into a form C. It is easy to see that y^C t (P).
Let r be a positive integer which is not less than the order of A in y. Let g be an integer, exceeding unity, such that each term of A is of total degree not less than g in y, • • • , y r . In A, we replace y 3 ' by -A u \ J = 0, • • • , r, superscripts indicating differentiation.* Then -A goes over into a form Ai and y^Ai, (F) . Each term in Ai is of total degree not less than g 2 in y, • • • , yi r . By §3, the A U) ,jt^r, are of degree not greater than r in any one of the letters y r +ij • • • , y^r-Let L be a term in <4i, of total degree d^g 2 in the y 3 : The power product of degree d in L is the product of a set of power products taken from the A U) . If M is any of the latter power products, the total degree of M is at least g, hence at least g/r times the degree of M in any one of y r +u • • • , 3>2r. Thus, the degree of L in any one of y r+ i, --• , y 2r is not more than (rd)/g.
5.
The second substitution. Differentiating 4i, we consider the Ai u) for 7 = 0, • • • , P. No ^4i (3) is of degree exceeding r in any yi with 2r<i^ Sr. Let L, of some total degree d, be a term in some Ai U) . Then L, since it is derived from a term of total degree d in Au is of degree not exceeding rdg~l+r in any yi with r<i^2r.
As d^g 2 , we have
In the second member of (2), we replace each y$ by ^4i (?) . We find a relation 3/=^4 2 , (F), with each term of A 2 of total degree at least g 3 . If L is a term in A 2 , of some total degree d, the degree of L in any 3^ with 2r<i^Sr does not exceed nZg -2 and the degree of L in any yi with r<iS2r does not exceed rd(gr 1 +g~2)« 6. Continuation. In the third step, we substitute the A 2 U) into (2). After t steps, we have y=A t , (F), with each term in A% of total degree at least g t+1 . Let L be a term in yl « of some total degree d. Let j be any positive integer not greater than t. Then the degree of L in any yi with jr<i^(j+l)r does not exceed ^(«T y + r /_1 H + r*) < 2rdg~i.
7. Completion of proof. Let t of §6 be the square of a positive integer s. The total degree of L of §6 in the yi with i >sr is no more than 2rd(rg~s + • • • + rg~') < 4=r 2 dg~s.
Let 5 be so great that 4r 2 g-5 <l/2.
Then the total degree of L in the yi with i = sr is at least d/2. Thus, for some particular y^ with i^sr, the degree of L in yi is at least
